GIVEN A FINITE group x and an integer r prime to lrr( (= order of n), define the Swan module (r, N) to be the submodule of Zlr generated by r . e and the norm element N = C g. grn The isomorphism class of (r, N) depends only on the residue class of r modulo )rr1 [3] . In this note we point out that an application of a lemma of R. Swan answers a question of S. Plotnick [2].
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Then s = r (mod Inl). By Lemma 7.3 of Swan [3] , Hence (I, N) z (s, N) is stably free.
If P is stably free over Zx (rr finite), then P@Zn is free [4] . The theorem now follows. For a finite group rr, H,(rr; H) = Z/In1 is equivalent to the existence of a projective resolution of period n + 1. Does Lemma 2 hold for such a group? This involves checking whether the Euler characteristic of the resolution in &Zn)
is invariant under automorphisms of rc. Such a question is likely to be quite difficult.
